!

ForrowiNc RAvre' Tnp, RAttAvaNd
oN THE LeNoscAPE op INnia
he Ramayana is the most beloved epic of India. The story of
Rama, the 'Journey of Rama," penetrates Hindu consciousness
and culture to the extent that it is almost universally known. In
our explorations of sacred geography, we note immediately that because
the legend is based on a journey, it creates a landscape and a map. The
footprints of the heroes and heroines of the Rarnayana are tracks that
we can follow through the land of India.
The Sanskrit Ramayana, said to have been composed by the sage
Valmiki, tells a very, very old story. Indeed, it displays evidence of the
world of north India prior to the rise of Buddhism, probably before
the sixth century n.c.e. But, more important, _it i -4,1qo a livlng ep_ig,
told in the vernacular languages of every region of India. The most well
known of ihese regional and vernacular versions of the Ramayana come
from the past thousand years, with their surging religious devotion to
Rama as the Supreme Lord. Kamban wrote the Tamil Ramayana in the
twelfth century, Krittivlsa wrote his version of the Ramayana rnBengali
in the forirteenth century, and Tirlsidas composed the influential Hindi
Ramayana,the Ramcharitmanas, in the sixteenth century. This living epic
also extends its reach beyond India and its Hindu context.'Ihe RAmayana
is popular among alargely Buddhist population in Thailand and Cambodia and ataryely Muslim population in Indonesia. Indeed, the Thai
city of Ayutthaya, named for Ayodhya, was for four centuries the capital
of Thai kings, many of whom took the name Rama. !9r many centurles
throughout India and across Southeast Asia, th,e legend of Rama has
been represented in iultural arts, in ritual, sculpture, drama, and dance.
^Ihe M any R am ay an a s-regional, poetic, colloquial-described in Paula
Richmant work immerse us in a cultural universe in which people have
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told, retold, and refashioned this legend over the course of many hundreds of years.l In this volume, A. K. Ramanujan writes that the Ram;
legend constitutes "almost a second language of the whole cultural area.-:
Why does the legend of Rama have such a tenacious hold on thr
hearts of so many people? In one sense, it is but one of the myriad mythic
stories of a world of competition between the gods and demons, a wortr,J
in which the demons are constantly gaining the upper hand and threarening the well-being of the gods and the order of dharma. Here it L
Rama who confronts and defeats the ten-headed Ravana and establishes
a kingdom where dharma reigns once again. We should remember

thx

Ravana had a special boon that made him utterly fearless of death at the
hand of either gods or demons. He had practiced severe asceticism, accumulated the power that comes from ascetic practice, and won a boon fror
Lord Brahm[. His boon? Neither gods, nor raksbasas, nor serpents, nor

other classes of supernatural beings would be able to kill him. He thints
he is safe, but he fails to even entertain the possibility that a human, n,il:
a god, might bring him down, or that his challengers in the end will bc
men fighting in the company of monkeys. Rama is a human king, or as

Valmiki tells the tale, he is a partial aoatara of Vishnu, halFhuman am
half:divine.3 He is a human king, with his own frailties, and yet godlileand he is the only hero who can slay the demon-king.
'Ihe Ramayanais also one of many stories in which a righteous pri_n.x
is exiled from his kingdom and lives in the forest. Such was the ston- r
the Pandava princes of the Mababharatawho lost their kingdom unju_"t-_x
in a rigged gambling match. Their forest exile was to last twelve yea:iwith a thirteenth year to be lived incognito in the forest before they couii
return to claim their kingdom. In this case, it is RAma who is unjusrr
exiled for fourteen years in the forest. In the forest, ofcourse, he encou*ters the denizens of the wild, defeats the wicked and defends virtue. [the forest exile, he is accompanied by his faithful brother Lakshmrm
and his devoted wife Sita.
The drama that unfolds during the forest exile is simple and p,6qgnant. While they are living in the forest, Sita is abducted by the trickr:-r
of the demon Ravana in disguise. She is carried off through the ai-r ::
his kingdom in Lanka, dropping her scarf and her ornaments along dy
way, hoping they will be found. Rama, heartbroken and mad with gric.
sets offwith Lakshmana to search for her. Finally, they recruit allies r
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monkeys and bears to help them find her. When they discover she is on
the island of Lanka, they first must build a bridge across the sea to get
there. In the end, they challenge the powerful Revana and ultimately

win Sita back. The fourteen years is over, the kingdom is restored, and a
reign ofpeace and justice begins in Rama's capital, Ayodhya.
The simpliclty of the tale of wrenching separation, search, and triumph, however, is but the frame for a complex human drama that touches
the heart, stirs the emotions, probes family jealousies and bonds, ethical
dilemmas, and the meaning of human life. As the story unfolds, it is
far more than a personal drama of family rivilry within the kingdom of
Ayodhya. We begin to see it as a cosmic struggle of the king of dharma
with trulyvast forces ofdisorder and evil. The exile in the forest, even the
kidnapping, is necessary as part of this cosmic struggle in which Rama
has a unique role as the one able to subdue Ravana.

Exrln axo

SppeRATroN

The action of the Rdmayana is driven from beginning to end by
the theme of exile and separation. In one sense, it is a love story filled
with the emotion and poignancy of separated lovers. The epic begins as
the sage Valmiki witnesses the death of one of apair of mating lovebirds,
shot by a hunter's arrow. As the bird dies, the mate cries out in what,
to Valmiki t ears, is a cry of utter anguish. The sage was so moved by
this scene that he spontaneously composed the first line of poetry ever
written. Yes, sympathetic grief (sDoka) gavebirth to poetry (stttoka). And
so was born, according to Valmiki, the verse form in which most of the
epic is composed, the shloka.

The connection between separated lovebirds and the themes of the
RamAyana is not incidental. To begin with, it prefigures the fateful separation of King Dasharatha from his son Rema. On the joyful eve of
Rama's coronation as successor to Dasharatha, one of the kingt wives,
Kaikeyi, reminds the king of a boon he had once given her to choose
anything she wished. In this moment, she decides what she wishes. And
what does she choose? Her own son Bherata will be crowned king and
Rama will be sent into exile in the forest for fourteen years. The palace
and the city of Ayodhyl, arc turned upside down with the shock of this
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news, for Rama is much loved by the citizens. Bharata is out of
town,
ignorant ofwhat has happened. Rama insists on being true to his fathert

promise. Rather than ascend to his father's throne, he prepares to leave
for the forest and enable his anguished father to keep his word. A word
of promise, after all, once given, cannot be broken without threatening
the very fabric of dharma. with him go his wife, site, who is the ,rery
model of the faithful wife, and his brother Lakshmana, who is strong,
somewhat impetuous, but ever loyal.
In the background of the epic is another story of the pain of separa-

tion: Long ago, King Dasharatha mistakenly shot a young boywho was
drawing water at the river for his aged parents. Dasharatha was a fine
archer, able to shoot merelyby hearing the sound of his prey at a distance.
He thought he heard the sound of an elephant drinking from a nearby
river and he released his arrow. upon approaching his prey, he was hor-

rified to find a dying boy who had been firling awatet pot for his aged
and infirm parents. with his dying breath, the boy told the king
where
his parents were waiting for him. Dasharatha found the aged parents
and
told them just what he had done. Grief-stricken, they asked to be carried
to the place where their son's body lay. They prepared his young body
for cremation and then joined him in death, entering the pyre with their
son. As he was about to die, the boy's father told Dasharatha that
hg
too, would be separated from his own beloved son and die of grief.
And
so, many years later, this is just what happens. The moment the
king can
neither see the dust of Rama's party leaving Ayodhya nor hear the sound
of his chariot, he collapses in grief. on the sixth day after the departure
of Rama, his eldest son and heir, Dasharatha dies.
The brothers suffer the grief of separation, too. Bherata, shocked to
find what has happened in his absence, seeks out Rama in the foresq

determined to persuade him to return to the throne. He finds Rama
at the hermitage of chitraknt, but is unable to change Rama,s resolve.
Bhirata returns, heartbroken, to Ayodhyd to place Rama's sandals on the
throne. For the duration of the exile, he lives not in the palace, but in
a hut, taking on the life of an ascetic and awaiting the return
of Rama.
Most poignant, however, is the separation of husband from wife,
as sita is kidnapped from the Panchavati Forest by the trickery of
the
demon king Ravana. The rest of the epic is driven by the search for sita,
as Rema and Lakshmana pursue every clue until they reach the
region

I
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of southern India called Kishkindha. There, the rainy season begins and
they have to suspend their search, making Rama's emotional yearning
for his beloved all the more intense. while there in Kishkindha, however, they gain an unlikely set of allies-the monkey Hanuman and an
army of monkeys and bears. After the rains, the search begins in earnest.
Hanumin's search party finds sita-imprisoned in the garden of Revana
in Lanka. winning her back requires a long battle, but eventuafly Rama
and his allies defeat Ravana. sita and Rema are reunited and rerurn to
Ayodhya.
Even then, however, the sorrow of separation is not over. In valmiki's
Rdmdyana, the citizens gossip about Sitat long captivity in the palace
of Revana and speculate about what might have happened there in the
house of another. This uhseemly talk leads the dharma-conscious Rama
to send Sita away to a hermitage in the forest so that the citizens will
have no doubt about his integrity. Again, the two are separated. There in
the forest she gives birth to their twin sons, Kusha and Lava. They grow
up in valmiki's hermitage and learn to recite the whole legend of Rama,
becoming famous for their recitation of the story that we know as the
Ramdyana. Then, one day, they come to Rama's own court and sing the
story. Rema is shocked to recognize that ttis his story and these are his
sons. The story has come full circle, with Rema's heirs. In the end, sita
returns to the earth, whence she came, and Rama enters into heaven,
walking into the waters of the River Sarayri until they swallow him up.
The story of the Rarnayanahasbeen told and retold, sung and enacted
in countless ways. This epic tale has a long and multiform life in the
many cultures of India and Southeast Asia. Most important for us in our
geographical explorations, however, is the remarkable fact that this great
legend has been written into the landscape of India. Its stories have been
made real and alive in the footsteps of pilgrims, who seek out the places
where Rama, Sita, and Lakshmana traveled.

INora, rne Gnper Sracn oF THE RAailyaxa
A landscape is larger and more sweeping than any single feature. A landscape takes the measure of distances and perspectives. It links places
together, evoking pleasure, emotion, and connection. It is little wonder
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that the RArndyana has created a landscape that has become its orrr
"textr" so to speak. Entering into this landscape tells us agreatdeal aborr
the ways in which this epic has been owned by Hindus in their pilgrin
journeys. The drama is cast on an all-India stage, stretching from thc
Himalayas in the north to the shore of the Indian ocean at Rameshvarz.
Some ofthe places linked to the epic are famous throughout India, lirnr
the capital city ofAyodhyi, where Ramat lineage of solar kings reigned,
where Rema was born, and where he entered into heaven at the end. Thc

exile from Ayodhya took Rima, Site, and Lakshmana to many other
places, famous and widely known. First, they traveled to Prayiga at thc
confluence of the Yamuni and Gangi Rivers, where they stopped at thc
ashram of Bharadv[ja. Following his advice, theyjourneyed southwestb
the hermitage called chitrakut, where they stayed for some time before
pressing on south to the forest ofPanchavati around the present sacred
city of Nesik. It was here, they say that sita was abducted by Ravane
who came in the guise of a hermit. The search of Rama and Lakshmana
for sita took them farther south, to the area called Kishkindha and the
hill of Malayavat on the River Pampi, in what is today Karnataka. Here
they met Hanuman and sugriva who, with their armies of monkeys and
bears, aided Rama in the recovery of sita. Finallp at the far southern
shore of India, they came to the long spit of land stretching out toward
Lanka, the island said to be today's sri Lanka. They honored shiva there
and the place became famous as Rameshvara. From that seashore, they
built the famous bridge to Lanka, with the enthusiastic help of the monkey and bear regiments of Hanuman and Sugriva.
'Ihe Rarnayanais an epic of exile, so much of the action takes
place
far from cities and towns. The forest sets the stage. The broad term
for the forest is aana, the "woods" where ascetics and sages have their
hermitages. The fourteen years of Ramat exile are often referred to as
the aanavdsa, the forest-dwelling years. The three royals, exiled from
Ayodhya, live in and around the hermitages of forest-dwelling sages.
They dress in the fibers of the forest made from leaves and bark. And
around the campfire, they certainly learn tales and truths from the forest
sages. They live virtually as ascetics. But they are not ascetics. Rema and
Lakshmana are princes skilled in arms and kings with an obligation to
protect their subjects. So the forest is also the place where they do battle
with the demons, raksbasas, that threaten the lives of the ascetic sages
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who have made their retreats there. The deeper forest, the wilderness,
called the aranya, is filled with the threats of demons and beasts. The
most famous of the deep forests of Rama's journey is the Dand akaranya,
the Dandaka Forest, stretching across central India.a Entering into the
Dandaka F'orest, Rama is welcomed by the forest sages, who call on him,
as king, to protect them. Tulsidas adds a flourish here: Rama sees a pile
of bones and asks what happened. They tell him that these are the bones
of the sages who have been devoured by the demons. Here Rama vows to
rid the earth of demons, and this is his mission in the Dandaka Forest,
and beyond. Eventually it is here that his beloved sita is snatched away
by one of those demons.

No matter how much or how little the bards who told Rnma's story
may have actually known about the whole of India, their tale takes place
on the great stage of the land itself. Ayodhyl, Praytrgz, Chitrakut, and
Remeshvara became well-known landmarks on the stage. But this forest
journey, traversing vast stretches of India, lends itself to being claimed by
countless locales, by all the in-between places not famous on the all-India
map. These places are perhaps acclaimed only locally. Taken as a whole,
the journey of Rama and the search for sita creates a complex sacred
geography. As Tirlsidas tells it, everywhere they went, whether tovn or

forest, became sanctified by their presence. 'AIl the towns and villages
that lay on their way were the envy of the cities of the gods. The lakes and
rivers of the gods lauded those lakes and rivers in which Rama bathed.

fhe

tree of paradise gave glory to the tree in whose shade Rama rested,

and when earth touched the dust of Ramat lotus feet, she deemed her
blessedness fulfilIed.ry obviously,

this kind of journey is highly suited
to local subscription. The villages and towns that claim to have been
blessed with the presence of Rama's party must be legion. Here they
worshipped. Here they stopped on their journey. Here they encamped.
Here Rama performed the death rites for his father Dasharatha. Here is
Sita's kitchen where she cooked

for Rama and Lakshmana. Indeed, the
multiplication of sita's kitchens from Ayodhya to chitrakut to Nesik
and many places in between may constitute a study in itselfl In sum, the
possibilities for remembering the epic story are as wide

as India, the great
it was enacted.
It is important to note here that the very notion of the firtha as it came
to be so prominently developed in the Mahabhdrata and the Purdnas is

stage on which
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not fully present in the text of the Sanskrit Ramdyana. The itinerary of
the Pandavas in the Vana Parva of the Mababharata is much later and is
plotted around places aLready identified as ttrthas. This is not the case in
the Rarnayanl, however, where the geography of the exilet time in the
forest is plotted from one ashram or forest hermitage to another, identified primarily by the rishis, ascetics, and sages who dwell there. There is
the ashram of Bharadvaj a in Pruydga, of Atri in Chitrakut, Agastya in
Panchavati, and of Shabari in Kishkindha. Given the later importance
of the artltas in Hindu popular culture, it is quite amazingthat they are
very rarcly spoken of in the RamAyana. We do know that by the time of
the Mahdbbdrata, one of the characteristics of a tirtba is the empoweringpresence ofthe ascetics andrishiswho congregate there. Itis perhaps
an indication of the antiquity of the Rama legend that the story of the
journey is told without the elaborate armature of ttrtltas that are part of
the Tirtha YatreParva of the MaltAbhArata, a section of the epic that is
said to date from around the second century c.E.
As one might imagine, the alleged sites of the episodes of the
Ramayana are not without dispute. Most famous is the controversy that
has raged about the location of Lanka. Is Lanka really the island of Sri
Lanka, as is believed by todays pilgrims? ln!974, Sardar M. V. Kibe of
Indore propounded the interesting thesis that Lanka was really located
at Amarakantaka, that site in the mountains ofwestern Madhya Pradesh
where the Narmadi River rises.6 Others have held the view that Lanki
was somewhere along the east coast of Andhra Pradesh. D. P. Mishra's
study, The Search for Lanka,locates the stronghold island of Ravana in
the Godavari delta.T These theories are based in part on the peculiarity that the Narmadi River, which flows so prominently across centrrl
India north of the Godavari, is not mentioned in the vanavasa accoud
of the RdmAyana. The onlyway Rama's party could have journeyed from
Chitrakut to the Godavari River without fording the Narmadd wouH
have been to travel southeastward from Chitrakut, toward the Orisse
and Andhra coast. It is not only the exact location of Lanka that is dis
puted, however, but also that of Chitrakut, Kishkindha, Panchavatr, end
even Ayodhya.
We cannot enter into the complicated and, frankly, insoluble prob
lem of where these sites "really" were, for they are "really" part of en
ancient and powerful myth that might lend itself to geographical r
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historical speculation,,but not
geographical or historical
certainty. In
pilgrimage traditions, however,Irrtr"r"irot"rty
controversy has had rittle
traction' If we folrow the read
of pilgrims, we ,rearn where
these sites
came to be located and.mapped
i" ilre"mytlric lore and ritual enactmenrs
of the people. frO?g1qri-,
thro,g,o eyoany, and Chitrakut,
bathe
in the Godavarl at Nasik and deem
it to be panchavatr, and travel to
Rameshvara and the place of
the Arro,r, lriage to Lanki.
fo, pifgri_r,
there is no doubt in their minds
th"t th.r. are the places sanctified
by the
life and legend of Rama. The
importance of these praces
is
tord
in
the
countless 70car mAhatmyas thut
prui.. their origins and their power.
In
the story of Rama i.t is known
tod^y, these are the praces
that are
1s
important, along with
the countress locai shrines
of the in-between.
These are complex plales,
though. Wir, we find as
we follow today,s
pilgrims across the map of the
Rairyanais not an una,oyed devotion
to
Rama' on the whore, there
was
.ii.indma in which Rama was wor_
""
shipped as supreme Lord unt,
th. rrrrfir,. or six centuries. Rima
is an
aaatdra' to be sure'
the king-exemplar. Rema is
the
moder
luT',is
hero
and the champion of dharma.
tt.rl i, ,o q.r..rio, that he is regarded
as "divine," for Hindu,understandrrrg,
oi the divine ,f* ,"qp*,r"*
that those in the west divide
too ut ritty into divine and
human. Rama

Zbe
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incorporated the worlds of both humans and gods. After all, Ravana's
boon from Brahmi was to ask that he be invulnerable to death, excePt at
the hand of a human. He imagined, of course, that human beings were
good for food, not for battle. To say Rama was not "worshipped" as such

in no way diminishes his great importance, for Rama's legend had long
been embraced, depicted in temple sculpture, and written into poetry,
even before the apotheosis of Rama as the Divine Lord that came with
the fervor of Tulsidas, for instance. Rema was also a Sfelt devotee of
Shiva, and as we follow the tracks of Rama across India, we will very
often find ourselves standingwith pilgrims in the temples of Shiva, som
of them said to have been established by Rama. And, of course, we will
also find countless shrines of Hanumln, Son of the Wind, Shiva's Son'
and Rama's devotee.

AYoouvA
The great city of the Rama legend is Ayodhyi, known to the Purinas as
one of the seven rnoksba-granting cities of India. Present-day Ayodhp

sits on the banks of the Saraytr River in north India, adjacent to thc
modern city of Faizabad. The Sarayri, spanned now by a new rail bridgc'
is said to fow from Lake Menasa in the high Himalayas at the foot of

Mount Kailnsa. It is in some ways a dilapidated town, with thc
relentless problems of poor electrical service, poor roads, and poor saniF
tion that plague so many towns of its size. Pilgrimage is its primary busi
sacred

pilgrims flock to Ayodhya during its grel
pilgrimage seasons. They come especially for the panchakrosbtpilgrimagc
circumambulating Ayodhya during the Rdmnavami festival celebratiog
the birth of Rama in the spring month of Chaitra, in April-May.
The legends of Ayodhya cast the mythic imagination back to the tic
of King Sagara and his grandson Bhagiratha, famous for bringing thc
River Gangi from heaven to earth. Like many of the old sacred plac
of India, Ayodhye has a complex history layered with Jain and Bu&
dhist, Shaiva and Vaishnava traditions, and one that has been studicd
by many historians.8 Ayodhye is no doubt avery old place. Archaeob
gists have dated some of the remains of the Ramkot arca of the city
to the seventh century B.c.E., when this was the capital of the ancieil
ness, and tens of thousands of
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kingdom of Koshara. The city was
known in the ancient Buddhist world
of north India as saketa, a place visited
by the Buddha himserf in the
sixth century B.c.E. saketa was also
important to the Jain tradition
as
the traditional birthprace of Rishabha,
the first of the ,rtbankaras, the
spiritual "ford-makers" of the tradition.
For Hindus, eyarry, was and
is associated with the legendary
events of its most cerebrated
son, Rama,
the descendant and rightful heir of
the throne of the solar kings. From
the time of valmikit Rtimdyana, the
name of Ayodhya, the *IJnconquered'" has been rinked with the
saga of Rama
t.ro and king. The
model of the god-king,
".
held a-powerful place
in the structure of
|ama
Hindu kingdoms across India.
But to urrd"rrtrrrd Ayodhya as a
cenrer of
religious devotion to Rima, we rook
to the mor. ,"cerrt p"ri. tt ."r"ful historical and texruar work of schorars
"
has praced the beginnings
of
the actual worship of Lord Rema
in Ayodhya in the eleventh or twelfth
century c.n.e
The popularity ofAy3dhya as
a prace of devotion and
pirgrimage may
be an even more recentphenomenorr.
emergence of Rama,s Ayodhya
has manyparalrels to the "rediscovery"
ofthe siles ofBraj rrro.irt.d*ith

tt.

the legend of Krishna. 'Ihis bhakt;ievotionar
spirit focused on Rama
began in the late fourteenth and
early fifteenth centuries. -Ihe bhakti
saint Ramananda popurarized Rama
devotion during his lifetime, in
the latter half of the sixteenth century.
His influen..-.pr"nJ with the
many bhaktas who counted themselves
as his disciples, .,r.r,
r"uir and
Tulsidas' Hans Bakker, who has
translated and annotated ".the
Ayodhyti
MabAtmya, has praced it in the conrext
of this time. Its myths and praises
render the portrait of an Ayodhya
dominated by Rama, but with
many
older, established traditionr, especialry
those of shiva. In the Ayodbya
MAhatmya' for instance, th. ,ro.t important
site associated with Rama is
the Svargadvara, the ,,door to h"rr"rr,,,
a bathing tirtba a,longthe Sarayu
River where tradition hords that Rama
ascended to heaven at the end
of
his life' of course, rater popula r
ndbdtm.yasalso extol Rama,s
birthplace,
theJanmasthin, and other nearby
sites alsociated with the Rama
regend,
such as sita's parace caled Krnaka
Bhavan and the basement chamber
sita's kitchen, but these are not
part of

the

Hrr
It

order mdhdtrnya

important to note that many sites
of shiva are not onry mentioned,
but praised in the various versio*
of the Ayodbltd Mabatntya.ro Indeed,
is
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among the most important deities of the city is Nageshvaranltha, Lorrd
of the Nagas. Even today, pilgrims who make their way down the slip
pery bank to bathe at Svargadvira in Ayodhya will find this Shiva temf
right next to the bathing gltal. This temple is not simply one of the many

to be found adjacent to the ghats. On the contrary priests will tellfu
pilgrims that without the worship of Shiva Nageshvaranitha one wil
not reap the benefits of pilgrimage to Ayodhya.ll This lingais said to hrc
been established by Ramat own son Kusha. According to Hans Bab
ker, Negeshvaranatha "is considered the presiding deity of Ayodhya*
The present temple dates to the eighteenth century, but the tradition d
such a kshetrapdla, or "territorial protector," is clearly much older. It L
well known that Shiva, like the Buddha, gathered into his entourate
in ancient north India both the popular cults of the n,igas and the 1&
shas, the guardian deities associated with pools and groves. Bathing r
Svargadvira and honoring Shiva as kshetrapala is said to be the fouodltion of Ayodhya pilgrimage. As Peter Van der Veer put it in his snS
of Ayodhya, "The most important of the many temples on the ghaa *
undoubtedly those dedicated to Shiv, even though Ayodhya is the

plre

of Ram."13
Going from the riverbank into the streets of the town of Ayodhfi
pilgrims quickly find that the liveliest shrine in all Ayodhye todry L
that of Hanumiin Garhi, the Fort of Hanumin. They climb up a bq
staircase to this hilltop temple, a marble temple compound at the hel
of the city of Ayodhyi where, again, the primary deity in the sancur
is not Rlma. It is his chief devotee, the monkey Hanumin, who oftrr
his darsban from beneath a mountain of marigold garlands and gladiolr
His image is covered with orange sindar, and only his orange face is vLible, with silver eyes and a silver vertical Vaishnava marking on his fchead. Around the perimeter of the temple compound are smaller shri
where pilgrims will find images of Rama, Sita, and Lakshmanawalls are covered with tiles bearing the names of Rama and Sita. But
primary deity here is Hanuman himself. Pilgrims "vote with their
and by that count Hanumin Garhi is the center of Ayodhyat reli
life. As one of the contemporary mdhdtmya.r of Hanuman Garhi purr
"When Sri Rima, the lord and master of Ayodhya, was about to
to his eternal abode, he handed over the charge ofdefending Ayodh6
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Hanumf,n. From then on, Hanumin was regarded as the lord and ruler
of Ayodhya."la

Hanumin is an important link between Rema and shiva, since the
monkey-god is often regarded as the son of shiva and even as a manifestation of shiva. Indeed, Bakker notes that devotion to Hanumin
was already well established among Shaiva sannydsts before the cult of
Hanumiin rose to popularity within Rema bhakti.ls The author of the
modern Hanumin Garhi ndbatmyalinks the importance ofHanumin at
Ayodhya to that of Shiva, saylng, "Hanumin is regarded as the eleventh
Rudra, an incarnation of shiva. so in and around Ayodhya, Hanumin
Garhi and Nagesvarnrth are regarded as places of prime importance.
Pilgrims who come to Ayodhyd first of all bathe in the river sarayu and
pour a jug of water at Nagesvarnith. Then they worship Hanumin and
return home. Most of these pilgrims are not aware of the importance of
the birthplace of Sri Rema or of Kanakabhavan.,,l5
"Ihe rnaltatrnya perhaps overstates the case.
Ramat sites are clearly
very important in Ayodhya and have been so for perhaps five hundred
years. At the same time, however, the history literature, and ritual life
of Ayodhya remind us that the importance of the city as a tirthais much
broader than Rama legend, much broader than any single temple or
ghat. As a tttba, it is one of the seven cities that bestow liberation, and
its power is not linked to Rema alone, but includes its presiding deity
Shiva, and its present guardian, Hanumin. We will later return to the
controversies surrounding the site regarded as the birthplace of Rama,
the Janmasthan.
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leaving Ayodhya for exile

ro

pnayAce

in the forest, Rama and his parry trav-

eled to the Gangi, the first river to be crossed on their journey. They
described the beauty of the sacred river, with its trees and f.owers, its
herons and murmuring waves. It was there on the bank of the Gangn

that Rima and Lakshmana made their hair intojata, the mass of dreadlocks worn by ascetics, thus symbolically entering into the ascetic life of
the forest. As they crossed the river, Sita threw flowers into the Gangd
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tere,

with gifir
ofcows and a thousand and one other offerings on safe return from fourteen years of forest exile. That first night, the exiles made their bed in tha
forest, gathering grass and leaves and lying down under a banyan tree
The first major stop mentioned in the RdntayanawasPruy\ga,wheir
Rama, Sita, and Lakshmana are said to have stayed with the sagr
Bharadvdja at his ashram in the open land between the two rivers. fh
site of Bharadvdja's ashram is today still part of the pilgrim itineraqr
in Prayzga. Pilgrims who visit this site will find a small temple de&
cated to Rama, Sita, and Lakshmana, along with some Hindi venxr
from Tulsidds's Ramdyana.For the most part, however, it is Shiva whoh
centrally honored in Bharadvija's ashram. In the main temple, restorol
in 1968, pilgrims will place their flower garlands on a Shiva lingawfr,
a copper-plated pttba holding what appears to be an ancient stone. fLc
sage Bharadvija is represented to one side of the linga, and a fine oraogr
Hanumin guards the door. Coming and going along the alleyway, fr
grims will see many small temples, containing many lingas in
states of repair. They will not be disappointed to find that this place
legendary antiquity is also home to a new goddess, Santoshi Mata,
popular through the mahatmya of a 1970s film.
According to the Rarnayana, Bharadvija invited Rama and his
to stay for some time with him, but Rama preferred to press on and
a place somewhere farther away, where he would not be besieged
people following after him from Ayodhya. Bharadvlja recommended
hills of Chitrakut, a day's journey to the southwest, and so they left.
three royals would return again to Bharadvnja's ashram, at the very
of the fourteen-year exile, just before coming home to Ayodhya.
as

offerings.

she made a vow to honor the river goddess

CHrrneror
Bharadvlja described Chitrakut as a sacred hill, surrounded with
where many saints had hermitages, devoted themselves to med
and attained heaven. Arriving in Chitrakut, the three new
were welcomed at the hermitage of Valmiki himsel{ and theybuih
own hut not far away. As Tulsidas tells the tale, theywere greeted by
forest dwellers, who exclaimed, "Hrppy that land and forest and
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hillwhere thou, myLord, hastpranted thyfoot! Happythe
birds and
deer and beasts of the forests whose rife has b."r,
.rorurr"i by thy sight;
h"ppy we and all our kin who have fiiled our eyes with
thy vision! Thou
hast chosen an excellent spot to dwell in; here in
arl seasons of the year
thou wilt live at ease."7z Rama, sita, and Lakshmana
did indeed come to
love the hills, the deer, peacocks, and cuckoos, the
flowering trees and
lotus blossoms that open near the banks of the Mandakini'
River. Here
in the area surrounding chitrakut hill, they first settled in the
forest.
and

They loved the sylvan beauty of this prace. Remarkably
today,s chitrakut
and surrounding area still have the restful feel of the
woodlands. There
is no question in the minds of today's pirgrims to

this prace that they are
following in the footsteps of Rama. They find the ,,impressions
of his
footprints" (charana chihna) in the very stones ofthe
surrounding
tryside and they raise rhe cry Bore Raja Rana cbandra
the great King Rama!

coun-

ki jailvictory to

At dawn in sitapur, the central viflage of chitrakut today, the air
is filled with the morning sounds of an awakening
center of pilgrimage. Pilgrims splash and bathe at Rama Ghat
or Raghrr* praydgaGhat,
along the banks of the Mandakini River, skirting
sitrp,rr. ih"y ,.oop
up brass vessels ofwater, utter their prayers, b"rgai,
forho*, garlands,
and then clamber up the steep steps to worship ir,
, pop,rlar temple high
above the riverbank- one by one they clang th"
t"-phtels to announce
their presence-to Lord Shiva. Here in the busy..rrr",
of chitraknt, the
pilgrims and daily worshippers who converge in the
earry morning on
this most popular of temples have come to worship
shiva, whom they
here call by the name Mattagajendrandth. fhere
is no question that along
this peaceful river, where pilgrims say that Rama once
walked, it is shiva
who is preeminent in the earry-morning prayers of the
devout. Here, as
in Ayodhya, he is called the kshetrapara, tie'iterritoriar
guardian,,,of this
area. The sltfua Purdna mentions this linga as
having been established
by Lord Brahmi himself.ls while we might expect
a nrra one or more
prominent temples remembering Rama's sojourn during
the oanarasa,
what we find here in chitrakut is a rituar milieu *itt
.t ong shaiva
underpinnings. At chitrakut, the ritual relation of shiva
and Rama is
articulated in a popular saying attributed to Tulsidas: ,,shivat
best bhakta
is Rama, and Ramat best bbaktais Shiva.,,
This theme-that Rama worshipped shiva at this and
other promi-
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nent sites of his vanaoasa-is part of the local mabatmya of several of
the great sites associated with the Ramayana today. Rama was no doubt
very devout and appealed in his own devotion, interestingly, not b
Vishnu, with whom he became linked as aaatara, but to Shiva. Whih
this theme does not appear at all in the Sanskrit RAmayana of Valm-rki
it is articulated in later and vernacular versions of the RAm,iyana, stt&
as the Adbyatma Ramayana, the Hindi Ramcaritmdnas, and the Bengaf
RamAyanaof Krittivisa, all of which date to the fifteenth and sixteen6
centuries, the period of the flowering of Rama bhakti. More importanq
this theme of Rama's devotion to Shiva is articulated virtually withoC
question in the landscape of sacred places associated with the RArnayatr
today, a landscape that has its own tale to tell.
In Rama's time Chitrakut is said to have been the forest dwelling d
ascetics and sages. According to its local rndhatmya, this place has er

unbroken tradition of spiritual adepts.le

ln addition to Velmiki's

ashram,

the sage Atri and his wife Anastyl had their ashram here. Tiadition ha
it that through the power of AnasUya's service to Shiva and to her husband Atri, the River Gangl also came to this p1ace.20 This Gangl rises t
Anasuya's ashram, several kilometers from the village of Sitapur, and h
called the Mandakini, the name ofthe River of Heaven. The river swingl

through Sitapur, where its fine ghAts arc at the center of Chitrakut" Prtr
grimage life. A few miles away is a transposition of the famous Godaran
River farther south. There, intrepid pilgrims will find a river that risc*
and begins to flow inside a cave. With a pilgrim-guide, they wade ir
knee-deep water into a claustrophobic series of interior cave chambem,
to bathe in a river called the Gupta Godevari, the "Hidden Godavarr-'
The most important of the green hills of Chitrakut is the one calhil
Shri Kamadnnth or Kamadgiri. This hill, mentioned as the "sacred
hill" by Bharadvaja, is clearly the ancient place of honor at Chitraln4
famous before Rama and Sita ever came here. Virtually every pilgrim to
ChitrakUt will circumambulate the hill, for local lore instructs pilgrim
to bathe at Rama Ghat, have the darsltan of Mattagajendranlth, anl
then proceed along the road to Kamadgiri-2l
No one sets foot upon this tree- and rock-covered hillock. For th
most part, it is the domain of monkeys who perch on the boulders. By
contrast, the path pilgrims take around the mountain is well worqr
indeed mostly paved. All along the way, the loose stones of the mounal
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to the pilgrims' right are daubed with red sindur.
Many of these stones
are said now to be Rama,s footprints, the
cbarana chibna of Rama. The
way they are ritually treated is readiry comparable
to the stones ofMount
Govardhan in Braj. A-stone of Kamadgiri,like
the stones of Govardhan,
is naturally sacred and in no need ofconsecration
or invocation in order
to be a suitable focus of worship. such a stone is
sometimes referred
to as Rnmasvarrlpa, the very embodiment of Rama,
or at Govardhan,
Krishnasva^rpa. As at Govardhan, pilgrims
circring the hill wifl find a
muabarrind,literally a "lotus mouth," of the mountain,
which represents
the whole sacred mountain and receives offerings.
Here, they wiil see a
stone face, bearing vaishnava markings. In
fact, they wifl gradualry find
that there is not a single mukbaraind, but four,
one in each of the four
directions of the hilr. Locars wilr terl them
that these ,,mouths,, appeared
of their own accord.
The whole curt of the hin, as werl as the
Kamadnrth Gmpre at the
end of the circumamburation, bespeaks a
popurar and probabry ancient
practice with its roots elsewhere than in
the traditions of Rama. In
local traditions today it is not clear whether
this mountain is identified with Rema, or with shiva, or the Goddess,
even though its stones
are called Rdmasvartpa. The temple contains
modern, rather dofl-rike
images of Rama, sita, and Lakshmana,
but its big black-faced image
of Kamadnath suggests quite another rituar
and *y,t i. idiom, perhaps
linked with ancient yaksltatraditions.
Rama himself came to the hill of chitraktt
because it was known to
be_ sacred. It is fitting, therefore,
that this parikramaof the sacred hil is
filled with reminders of Rama and the RdmAyana.on
the route around
the hill, pilgrims stop to receive charanamrita,the
water that has washed
the feet of Rama. They find a sman wayside
praza cafled, shri Bharat
Milap, where Bhirata is said to have *"i hi, biother
Rama, having forlowed his route into the forest after the death
of their father Dasharatha.
Bhnratat mission was to persuade Rama to
return to the throne of
Ayodhya' Rama, of course, refused, having
promised Dasharatha he
would spend fourteen years in the forest. Dejected,
Bhirata returned
again to Ayodhya. Tirlsidas writes that the
very rocks melted with grief

when the brothers parted.22

continuing their circuit around the hilr, pirgrims
find a shrine
beneath a large tree containing the wooden
shoes of Hanumin.

of
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course, strictly speaking, Hanumin was not yet an ally of Rema

in thr

in Chitrakr:t, but such historical details matter not thc
least to the devotional memory of the pilgrim here. Where Rama is,
there is Hanuman. Indeed, one of the most important shrines of tbc
entire area is Hanumln Dhara, located across the Chitrakut landscapc
several miles, on top of another hill.
In the wider area of Chitrakut, pilgrims find many reminders of
Rama and Sita in the form of footprints, called charana chihnas. Yrb
grims willfind and touch these traces of their feetat a place calledJanah
Kund, named for Sita, daughter of KingJanaka, on the banks of a sma!
river. At Ramashayya, theywill see where Sita and Rama slept the nigh
and Rama laid his bow between them. Just above Hanuman Dhara, thcy
willfind Sita ki Rasor, Sita's Kitchen, where there is a hand-painted sig!
reading, nBne srrA MADE FooD FoR T:eE MT4HATMAS, meaning not onfu
Rema and Lakshmana, but Atri and Agastya and all the other sage
for whom she cooked while she lived here. Another sign posted olside the small hexagonal building boasts, THIs Is AN ANcIENT Plltcr
oF RAra's FoREsr EXILE (Prachln stdn banabdsl Ram). Another instruct
pilgrims who have climbed the hill, sIT DowN, AND HAvE Tr^E DARSITN
or sirA's KrrcHEN. Sita is fanked by Rama and Lakshmana to eithcr
side. Here at Sitab Kitchen, women make offerings and vows with gifo
of bangles, sindur, mirrors, and other feminine accoutrements.
The places associated with Rama and Sita in Chitrakut are many ant
days Rama spent

popular, but they are small and rustic, and the images often have a nG
mentary quality. The contrast is especially striking when one comParG3
these small Rama shrines to the great Shiva temple on the high ba*
above Rema Ghat, buz.ungwith morning ritual activity. Shiva's

linga-

When Rinl
came here, Shiva was already here. Even so, pilgrims come to Chitrelt
today because of its fame as a place where Rama himself lived. Remt very much in their hearts and is honored throughout Chitrakot, em
though here, as in Ayodhya, Shiva remains the preeminent ancient deilr
said to be anddi, "beginningless," according to informants.

ofthe

place.
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PaxcHeveri
From chitrakrit, Rama, srte, and Lakshm ana
are said to have traveled
south into the wide area caled the Dandaka
Forest.23 The account of
their forest sojourn includes extensive descriptions
of nature and the
seasons as well as tales of the various
demons Rama slew along the
way for the protection of the forest-dwelling sages.
Their journey from
chitrakut to Panchavati is said to have ir.rrrd.d
-"rry rap., to visit the
various hermitages of the rishis, one after anothe
r, for aperiod of some
ten years.2a As we have said, many places dlong
th" *ry claim today
that Rama sojourned rhere. For example, pirgrims
to the city of ujjain,
famous forits jyotirringa,wifl find thriat na-,
Ghat, ,rorrg th. Kshiprn
River, there is a set of Rama's footprints. There,
to the lore
of ujjain, Rama performed tar?ana, death rites, "..ordirr!
for his dec"eased father
Dasharatha. Nearby, they wifl find a temple
of Rameshvara Mahadeva,
enshrining not only a shiva ringa,butimages
of Rama, Lakshmana, and
Hanumin' According to the temple priest, Rama established
this ringa
of shiva after the death rites, in whichhe offeredpindas,or
rice ba[s, and
water to his father's spirit. At that time, they
say, Shiva spoke aloud in
the air, sayrng that Rama should establish a
tingath"r". Th" ringaRd,ma
established is called by his name-Remeshvara.
Finally Rema, sita, and Lakshmana reached
the hermitage ofAgastya, who directed them to the forest of panchavati
on thJ Godavari
River. If we go along with the consensus of
the tradition, panchavati is
represented today in the town of the same
name adjoining the modern
city of Nasik in the state of Maharashtra. Nasik
i, fu*o,rJrs one of the
four places where the divine nectar of immortarity,
amrita,fen to earth.
churned up from the sea of milk, the amritawas at
first seiz ed,by theasuras,bnt vishnu transformed himselfinto the
beautiful damsel Mohini to
distract the asuras for long enough to steal the
amritafor the gods. when
it was whisked away from the asuras, four drops
of the divin"e nectar fefl
upon the earth-at Nasik, Ujjain, Hardvir, and,praydga,
the four places
in the cycle of Kumbha Mela festivars tod,ay.In
2003, o-n th" primary day
of the meld, an estimated six million p"opi" came
to bathe in the waters
of the Godavari River-both in Nasik and in the
nearby tanks at the
Shaiva temple of Tryambakeshvara.
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In Nasik, the River Godavari is channeled into

a series of kunds,

a

bathing pools, bearing the names of the epic visitors Rama, Sita, and
Lakshmana. In one corner of Rama Kund the Godavari River flows into
the complex of pools. At that place, as in Ujjain, Rama is said to havu
performed tar?anarites for his deceased fathe*s Having bathed at Ra-'
Ghat, pilgrims will go for darsban at a substantial Rama Temple, cor
taining relatively new black stone images of Rema, Sita, and Lakshmanr
Near the temple is Sita's Cave, where, they say, Sita was staying at 6c
time of her abduction. The cave contains another of the numerous SIdr
Kitchens that dot the sacred geography of India. At Sitat Cave, pilgrim
find a tunnel-like staircase that takes them down to three undergrouoi
chambers-one housing images of Rama, Sita, and Lakshmana, c
containing only a cooking station, and one containing a Shiva linga.Hb
grims who imagined a hut in the sylvan forest might well wonder hr
the Panchavati hermitage could have been this underground chambed
The association of the Nesik/Panchavatr area with Rama is evidcl
in a great variety oflocal legends linking places and events. Just
the town, at the Godavari's s&ngaln with the Kapila River,
is said to have cut off the nose of Shurpanakha, Ravana's ogress si
She had made advances to both Rama and Lakshmana, and when
was rebuffed, she attacked Sita. Rama ordered Lakshmana to cut off
nose as punishment. It was, of course, in revenge for her mutilation
Shurpanakhi persuaded her brother Ravana to abduct Sita. One of
derivations of the name Nasik is that the nose (nasa) of Shurpanakha
cut offhere. Also on the outskirts of Nasik is a place called
the very place, they say, where Site was seized and carried offby
Aside from its associations with the Rama legend, however, N
also known to pilgrims for the nearby Shiva jyotirlinga, T
vara, just ten miles from town. This is one of the twelve great jyri
gas of lndia' and as we have seen, its sanctity is not only located in
temple, but inscribed in the hills behind the temple, seen to be
tations of Shiva. There, too, as we have seen, are the headwaters

of

Godavari River, which rises, according to tradition, on top of B
Hill. Where the waters first pool for bathing, pilgrims can take a
another Rema Kund and a Lakshmana Kund. There is no mentic
Tryambaka in the Sanskrit Ramdyana, yet the famous jyotirknga
its traditions are clearly imprinted in the lore of this part of Indir
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great mela at Nasik is known for its
combination of vaishnava and shaiva
traditions, as the regiments of s,cdbus inaugurate

f,:^:f:fthe
DaKeshvara-

Vaishnavas

the Kumbha Mela in
Shaivas at Tiyam_

in Nasik proper and the

KrsnxrruonA
dd bird Jatiy[, king of the vultures, was the only
P:
witness to the
kidnapping

of sita. He tried to save her from Ravana,s
.rrrt h"r, but was
mortally wounded. Rama and Lakshmana
found Jatdyn, barery alive.
with his last words, the noble bird directed them to*rra
the south,
where Revana was heading with sita when
last he saw them. There are,
indeed, legends that associate Rama
and Lakshmana with the hunt for
sita through rhe vast rands of the Deccan.
For example, in Tuljapur in
southern Maharashtra, it is said that
the goddess A*ia appeared before
Rema, taking on sita's form. Rema u/as
not misled, however, and recognized the goddess immediately. He
bowed to worship her and ask
her blessing upon the search for Sita.
Two lingas, r"rp".Jray called
Rameshvara and Lakshmaneshvara,
along with a temple to the goddess
Ramavardayani Devi, mark the spot.26
Pilgrims who seek out the trair Rima followed
in his search for sita
will inevitably find their way to the area near
Hospet in centrar Karnataka, widely acknowredged to be
the Kishkindha of the RAm,iyana.
There the Pampn River, today also called
the Tungabhadrd, runs through
an extraordinary landscape-rocky and
monumental, strewn with enormous monolithic boulders. The specific
site is today called Hampi, a
name said to be a Kannada form of pampr,
the river fowing through
this spectacular landscape. Today Hampi
is most famous as the site of
the great medievar capital of the v\ayanagrra
kingdom located here
in the fourteenth to sixteenth centuries.
Some five hundred tempres and
otherstructures are part of this extensive
site. Archaeological work has
brought numerous art historians and tourists
to the site. But the ruined
palaces and temples of the yijayanagara
kings are stil recent compared
to the traditions associating this site
with the Rama legend.
In the Ramdyana, the pampi River is a lake,
der.rib"d beautifulry
and poignantly. It was the full-blossoming
springtime month of chaitra
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when Rama and Lakshmana arrived at the banks of the Pampi, and tic
fragrance of the breezes and blossoms made Rama's grief and year
ing almost unbearable. It was here the two of them met the monkcp
Hanumin and Sugriva and won their alliance for the battle to regeh
Sita. And it was here that Rama helped Sugriva in his struggle witl

Vali for the throne of the monkey kingdom. By this time, the rainy *
son had set in, making it impossible for them to mount a search fu
Sita. Rama and Lakshmana took refuge in a cave dwelling to wait d
the rains.
Tirlsidas describes the rainy season at Pampikshetra with strikiry
images: The earth became muddy as the soul, caught in illusion. Ih
lightning flashed through the night sky as quick as the friendship d
the wicked. fhe rivers flowed into the bosom of the ocean, like the
that has found rest in the Lord. The green earth was so choked wlh
grass that the paths could no longer be distinguished, like holy boob
obscured by the wrangling of heretics!27 Once again, the
thundering, greening season so painful to separated lovers took its tollCj
Rama. Here at Pampl, Rama yearned for Sita with the deep
of a lover. Rema and Lakshmana stayed here for the months of the
waiting.
Today by the banks of the Pampa River pilgrims can visit the
temple of Kodanda Rama, its sanctum containing tall, angular i
Rama and Lakshmana carved into the living stone by the river's edgeis a good example of the vast aesthetic and architectural distance
the monumental temples of nearby Yiiayanagara and the popular shri
of the Rama legend. Taking a boat across the river to Anegundi,
will find a small town of mud stucco houses and thatched roofs,
amid the boulders at the base of a hill. Here pilgrims willfind plenty
reminders of the sojourn of Rama and Lakshmana. In Anegundi i
is an old Rama temple called Shri Ranganlthaswamy. Nearby is
ashram, a clve ashram complex where the wise woman ascetic
is said to have lived. When Rama arrived, Shabari told him she
long been expecting him and could now depart for heaven.28 And so
did. Pilgrims willfind Rama's footprints, charanapadukas, presewed
revered in a chamber of the ashram. Next to the ashram, theywill
temple dedicated to the goddess Pampldevi, considered the ancient
todian ofthis area and Shiva's consort here in Pampnkshetra. The
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shabari ashram, a man of the Ramanandi order, summarizes for today,s
pilgrims a succinct view of the places of Rema: "Here in pampnkshetra,
also called Kishkindha, Ram spent four months. There are other places

with Ram as well. There is Ayodhya, of course, and,priyaga,
with Bharadvaja's ashram. There isJanakpur, where sita was born. Then
there is Nasik and the Dandakeranya.,,
Not surprisingly the Pampa River has another claimant in the
south-the river that flows at the foot of Sabarimala in Kerala. one of
the great rivers of Kerala, sometimes cafled the Dakshina Gangi; this
is the river in which the pilgrims to Lord Ayyappa's mountain shrine
bathe before their climb to the summit. The very name of the mountain
is derived from the forest retreat of the great female sage shabari, who
offered Rema and Lakshmana hospitality and then lit her own funeral
pyre and ascended to heaven, having furfifled her earthly mission. In
that vicinity, too, we are told there is the capitar of sugriva, and there
are footprints of Rama, all giving this place a link to the Rema legend
in the south.
Even so, the associations of the Rama legend with the rocky hills
of Kishkindhe are perhaps more numerous. Many of them link Rama
with Hanumnn. About a mile away from shabari ashram is the Anjani
Mountain, where, according to local tradition, Hanuman was born. on
top of the hill, pilgrims will find an image of Hanumdn and of Anjani,
his mother. Across the Pampas arovar tank to the east is vali,s Mountain, where Kishkindha's monkey king \hli is said to have had his fort.
Across the Pampl River from Anjanrdri is Rishyamukha, the mountain
abode of sugrlva, vali's rival brother. Hanumrn, they say, took Rama
and Lakshmana on his shoulders and carried them to the top of that
mountain to meet Sugriva, who became their ally.
The birth of Hanum[n, well known to be the chief servant of Rama,
is a story not found in the sanskrit Ramayana, even though his birthplace is said to be there in Kishkindha. Hanuman,s surrolate father is
the wind, Y^w, who carried the seed of shiva to this place, giving it to
Anjani, who dwelt on that hillock in pampd. There she gave birth to little
Hanumin. so while Hanuman is son of the wind and as fast as the wind,
he is also widely known as a son or even an a,ataraof shiva. we know,
of
course' that Hanumin is famous as the bbaktaof Rama, and keeps
both
Rama and sita within his heart. He is often depicted as pulling open
the
associated
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skin of his chest to reveal Rema and Sita within. Even so, if one travels
the byways of central and western India, one sees that it is Hanuman
who also stands to one side of the door of Shiva's shrine as gatekeeper,
with Ganesha on the other side. This contextual evidence is supplemented with textual traditions, too. According to R. S. Sen, the Bengali
Rdmdyanas depict Hanuman as the gatekeeper of Shiva and the aaataro
of Rudra.2e The Tamil RArnAyana of Kamban also shows Hanumln not
only as Ramat devotee, but as an incarnation of Shiva, frequently comparing him to Shiva. In the sixteenth-centvy Rdmcbaritrnanas, the various gods are said to become incarnate as q)AnArAs, monkeys, and Tulsidas
suggests that it is Shiva who becomes Hanumin. In Tulsidtut songs, the
Dohaoall, for instance, he writes, "Giving up his Rudra form, Lord Shiva
as Hanuman adopted a monkey figure, only in view of his affection for
Rama."30 Obviously, the legend of Hanuman is complex, and it is for the
most part not told in the Rarnayana, or in the Sanskrit mahatmyas. lt is,
however, a legend that is told in shrines and images all over India. Here
in Kishkindha, the story of Hanumin's birth is a tale told not in a text,
but in a hilltop shrine.
Most of what pilgrims have seen thus far in the pilgrimage shrines
of Kishkindhe are rustic shrines, laden with lore. They are not beautiful
pakka temples. For that, we turn to the ruins of the great city of Vijayanagara that bring tourists and pilgrims alike to this area. The finest
and most visible site of worship among them is not a Rima temple, or
even a shrine to Hanumin, who almost never gets a proper temple, but
the Shiva temple of Viruplksha, situated at the end of the main street
in what is today the Hampi bazaar.It is a large temple and, according to Michell and Filliozat, the archaeologists who have studied this
site, Virupiksha's temple is "the earliest nucleus in Hampi."31 While
other great temples of the Yijayanzgara kings have fallen into a state of
ruin over the centuries, including those of Krishna and Venkateshvarq
this dominant temple of Virupnksha is an active and living temple even
today. It dates only from the fourteenth or fifteenth century, but the sie
is likely much older. According to local tradition, the linga in the temph
is saayambhu, having appeared here spontaneously, of its own accordHere, they say, Shiva responded to the penance of Pampndevi. Here hc
appeared to her and married her.'Ihe pujari of the temple today does n*
include Virupnksha among the great twelvejyotirlingas,but he does insist
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that this manifestation of Shiva was worshipped in epic times by Rama
and Lakshmana-right here in Kishkindha.
A synopsis of the temple's mdhAtmya is inscribed on the wall of the
inner court of Virupiksha and certainly is told to the pilgrims who make
their way to this temple:

Hq*pi is called Pamplkshetra according to the Skanda PurAna.
Pampldevi, daughter of Brahma, did great penance on the banls
of Pamplsarovar and succeeded in winning Lord Shiva, also
called Virupaksha on account of the third eye. The deity which is
Udhavalingam is also popularly known as Pampipathi. Hampi has

been referred to as Kishkindha in Ramdyana. Rama worshipped
Virupeksha, and took assistance from Sugriva and Anjaneya in
redeeming Sita from Lanka. The existence of Shabari Ashrama,
Anjanadri Hills, Sugriva's cave, Valibhandara etc. at Hampi are
standing evidence of Kishkindha Khanda in RamAyana.

:Temple Authority.
Although the pillars of the temple courts and arcades are covered
with themes that include Rama and Lakshmana, as well as Hanumin
and the other monkeys, they are assembled here around Shiva and his
consort Pampidevi. The nearby caves and hills associated with Rama's
sojourn here also display a Shaiva orientation. For example, on top of
nearby Malayavanta Hill is a Shiva temple called Raghunntha, Rema's
Lord. Here, according to tradition, Ramawaited for Hanumen to r€turn
from his search for Sita. The sbikhara of Raghunatha is built out of the
living rock of the hilltop-a boulder that has been carved, layered, and
shaped as a shikhara. A11 around on the crown of the rocky hilltop are
some twenty-five Shiva lingas, also shaped from living stone. At the end
of the rainy season, while monkeys and bears fanned out-north, south,
east, and west-to search for Sita, Rama waited here for news.
In the legend of the Rarndyana, Kishkindha is a pivot, a turning
point, the place from which a seemingly hopeless search began to yield
success. Hanumln leapt the sea to Lanki, found Sita there in the garden
of ashoka trees, and gave her Rama's signet ring to let her know that
Rama would soon be coming.
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At Rameshvara, L long spit of an island stretches out toward Lanki
It was there, according to tradition, the monkeys buirt the bridge of

In purlnic riterature, Rameshvara is often
referred to simply as setu, 'the Bridge ," after the bridge built by
RamaFascination with this bridge to Lanka was revived ly ilr" space
satellite
images of NASA released in 2002, showing clearly the traces
of a thin
stones to cross over to Lanka.

and now submerged bridge ofland, a chain of shoals some eighteen
miles
long between Rameshvara and Sri Lanka.

some took the NASA photo as "proof- that Rama built the bridge,
others simply as evidence that there was once a land bridge, ,o lorg

it surely predated

.go

even the mythic Treta yuga in which the events of thc

Ramdyana are said to have transpired. But when,

in 2007, the government of India undertook the sethu Samudram shipping canal p-j..t
to dredge and deepen the channel through these straits, i, order
to crRate a shipping lane linking the east and west coasts of India,
controverfl,
erupted throughout India and, to some extent, throughout the

Hindu
world. The "Save Rem setu" campaign brought several Hindu organizations together to oppose the project. The president of a U.s.-based
Hindu
environmental lobbying group said, "The bridge is as holy to
Hindus
as

wailing wall is to theJews, the vatican to catholics, Bodh Gaya o
Buddhists and Mecca to Muslims. It is an unacceptable breach
of thc
religious rights of over one billion Hindus to destroy such a
sacred lan&
mark without even consulting us."32 Added to their concern was
postthe

tsunami environmental awareness that the natural bridge had
also becn
a protective barrier to the full impact of the waves.
Rama,s Bridge was in
the news. The setu is sunken today,and it is understood that Rama

him-

it up at the request of vibhishana, Ravana,s virtuous brother
who became king of Lanka after Ravana's death. Even so, the imporself broke

tance of the remnants of setu, "the Bridge," create a symbolic
previous age and the powerful presence of Rama.

In this area, pilgrims will find

link to

e

many places rinked explicitly with
the Rama legend. one of the most important is Dhanushkoti, the
plaa
where Rema, with the tip of his bow, broke up the bridge. They
migh
also visit Mount Gandh amadana,northwest of the town
of Rameshvara-
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Like many ,rthas in the south, Mount Gandhamadana
has its counterpart in the far north. Its very name rinks this
place with the mountain
near Bad.nath in the Himalayas. Here
Gandhamadana is more a hiilock than a mountain. Piigrims wifl hear that
this is the high place from
which Hanuman first surveyed the horizon and
saw th" irlarri kingdom
of Lanka. At chakra Tirtha, Rama first harted
near the ocean. At Agni
Tirtha, they say, Rama had sita's purity tested by asking
her to enter the
fire. At sitasarovara, sita bathed after her trial
by fire. At Koti Tirtha,
Rama pressed his bow into the ground to release
the waters of the Ganga.
Yet despite all its profound associations with the
Rama iegend,
Rameshvara is also called a shivaksh etra,
a rand sanctified by the
presence of shiva. The valmiki RAmayana
makes but brief mention of
the honoring of shiva in this place. on their journey
homeward, Rama
points out to sita the place cafled Setu, where
Lord shiva bestowed grace
upon him before the construction of the bridge.
That is all that is said of
this place' However, many of the puranas and
severar
rater Rarnayanas,

such as the Adhyatrna R,imAyana, make explicit
the claim that Rama
established and honored the ringa Rameshvara
at this p1ace.33 pilgrims
to Rameshvara today will hear these stories, as
they hono, Lord shiva
there' In the sltiva purana, for example, it is
said that Rama, having

1--**,.a1*A*
.-

'':

,::|):;;/

''*
Consecrating a sandlinga on the beacb at Rdmeshvara
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arrived at the seashore, was thirsty. When Hanuman brought him water,
Rama, as a devotee of Shiva, first established an earthen linga of Slivz
and honored
complied

it

with

before drinking. Shiva, pleased with Rama's devotion,
Ramat request that he ever remain present in this tingt

of Rameshvara.3a
Recall that another popular tradition has this linga established not
before, but after Ramat successful battle against Ravana. In the Skanda
Purana, for example, Rama, Lakshmana, and Sita assembled there at
Setubandhu, and Rama sent Hanumin to the north to bring an appropriate stone for the linga. Some say Hanuman went to the Himalayas and
others to Kashl, but even though he was as swift as the wind, Hanumin
had not yet returned to Setu when the auspicious hour for consecrating
the linga arrived. So Sita made a linga wrth her own hands, shaping it
from the sand, and they worshipped that image of Shiva. Shiva manifested his presence there, and the sand lingabecame hard as rock. Wheo
Hanuman returned bearing the stone linga from the north, he could
not lift up the sand linga, even with the strength of his tail, in order m
replace it with a proper stone. Hard as he pulled, he could not get tlrc
linga to budge. So they established two lingas in this place.3s The old pillars of the temple show this scene in stone relief, as do the newest gloss.rt
polychromes available in the bazaar, telling the tale rhat pilgrims will
surely hear: Sita, Rama, Lakshmana, and Hanumln all did honor to
Shiva's linga at Remeshvara.
The temple of Rameshvara, or Rdmanithaswami as it is known in
Tamil Nadu, was built beginning in the twelfth century around the existing tinga. Construction and renov ation of the gopuras andthe circumambulatorywalkways, the frakdras, has continued in virtually every century
since that time. Today's temple contains twenty-two firthas within is
walls, the word ttrthahere meaning specifically a well of holywater, and
pilgrims are invited to visit and refresh themselves at the waters of eachPilgrims take buckets through the temple to do just that, scooping up
the waters of each of the holy nrtltas. Inside the temple there are actually two Shiva lingas, as one might expect. The sanctum sanctorum is
said to contain the linga shaped by Sita and consecrated by Rama. North
of this is the linga of Vishvanitha, said to have been brought from Kashl
by Hanumin. Elsewhere there are lingas established by Rama's brother
Bharata and Ravana's brother Vibhishana. Outside the temple on the
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beach, priests assist pilgrims in making sand ringas
to worship, as presumably Rama and sita did. Their worship .o-pl"t",

theywark into the
in the sea.
As with manygreat tirthas, the mtihtitmyasof Remeshvara
emphasize
the efficacy of penance in this place. According to the skanda purdna,
Rama established the linga here after the battle to atone
for the sin of
killing Ravana. other traditions associate Remeshvara with Krishna,s
atonement for killing his maternal uncle Kamsa, or with
shiva,s atonement for cutting off one of Brahmnt five heads, or with yudhisthira,s
atonement for lying about the death of Drona during
the great battle of
the Mahabharata.36 Atonement is part ofpilgrimage,
arrd h-.r" the examwaves and deposit the sand

plars of atonement are many.

At Rameshvara, we are poised to remember once again the rinks that
knot this place into a wide web of Hindu lore and thai stretch
from this
place in the far south of India to sacred places in the north. pilgrims
still
know the traditions of bringing the waters of the Gangr
to Rimeshvara
and carrying the waters of the firthas within the Rameshvara
temple to
vishvanntha Temple in viranasr-, where these waters are
sprinkled on
the linga. There in vrrinasl, the name'Rama" is sometimes
inscribed on
the bilva leaves, sacred to shiva, before they are presented
as an offering.

Vrcrony AND THE Rprunn to AyoosyA
Rameshvara seems to span the time before and after
the great battle. Now
let us return to Lanki. when the battle between th" t
.., of Ravana

and the armies of Rama was over, Rama finally slew
Revana with the
all-powerful Brahmastra arrow. sita, the beloved, was at last
restored

to

her place at Rama's side, but not before Rema, ever-mindful
of dharma,
subjected her to a public test of her purity. How could
he take her back,
he said, when she had lived in another man's house?
GrieFstricken, site
asked Lakshmana to

build her funeral pyre right there, and she entered
the fire, prayrng for the protection ofAgni. of course,
the fire wourd not
burn her, or even scorch her fresh flower garland. The fire
god Agni, witness to her stainless character, brought her back to
the rejoicing Rama.

The trial byfire is remembered today at the Agni Tirtha
even though this trial is said to have happened in

i, Ra-"rhrrrrr,

Lanka itself. There
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is much to say about these dramatic, critical events, and many telliry
of the RdmAyana are clearly restless with this episode. F6y s1amfil",
Tulsidas creates a "phantom Sitd'who is abducted, while the real Sitl t
protected byAgni. At the time of Rlma's test, the real Site emerges &,m
the fire, never having been subjected to Ravana's captivity. Interesting
as these variants of the epic tale are, our focus here is primarily on thp
ways this epic is inscribed in the land. And for this, the journey home o
Ayodhya provides one final overview of the map of epic action.
The royal threesome traveled back to Ayodhya on a remarkable aeril
chariot named Pushpaka, a magical vehicle Ravana won from his m
quest of Kubera, the Himalayan king of the yakshas and lord sf u'gakL
Now this chariot was given to Rima by Vibhishana, Ravana's brothq,
who had repeatedly tried to dissuade Revana from his reckless, vair
glorious ways and who had become, in the end, a staunch ally of RamaWith Ravanat death, Vibhishana became the king of Lanka. The ropl
party entered the chariot-along with Vibhishana, Sugriva, Hanumin,
and the rest of the monkeys, all eager to travel with Rama to AyodhyiPushpaka was a huge chariot and it accommodated them all. As it lifrnd
off from Lanka, Rama could see down belov the entire landscape d
their epic exile.
Looking down at the land below, Rama took delight in pointiry
out to Sita all the places of the epic action, marking once again thc
map of the land. As they rose into the sky, he pointed out the crt), d
Lanka, sitting on Tiikuta Hill, looking like Kaildsa itself. "Over there
I have slain Revana," he says. 'And there! There is Setu, the bridge, and
there stands the sacred shrine of Setubandha! There is Kishkindha, thc
beautiful land of Sugriva!There is Rishyamukha Hill and Pampi Lakc,
where I wept for missing you! There is the place JalI,yn fought Ravana
and died And look, there in the forest is the hut where we stayed t
Panchavati and where Ravana abducted you. There is the sparkling
Godavari River and the hermitage of Agastya. And look, there is thc
hermitage of Atri, and there is Chitrakut Hill, where Bherata came b
persuade me to return to Ayodhya. There is the River Yamuna and thc
hermitage of Bharadvlja! And look, there gleams Ayodhya, the capial
of my father's kingdom!"
The heroes stopped first at Bharadvnja's ashram inPraydga, the plac
that had been one of their first stops on the outgoing forest journey-
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Rama sent Hanuman on ahead to notifr Bhdrata, who was living
the
ascetict life in a hermitage, on the outskirts of Ayodhya. Bharata
was

overjoyed and all Ayodhya began to prepare for the day awaited
now for

fourteen years.
In all its rndltdtmyas, Ayodhya is glorious and is also personified. It is a
city that bloomed with blossoms and joy at the approach of young prince

It is a city that wept with tears of lamentation when
It is a city that held itself in waiting during
the long years of Rama's exile and was electric with anticipation at the
word of Rama's return. It is a city in which the reign of Rama, at long
last, was a time of flourishing, ofjustice, and of peace. As valmiki
tells
Rama's coronation.

Rama left to enter the forest.

the tale, "During his reign no woman became a widow. There was
no fear
of ferocious animals, and diseases were unheard of. The whole kingdom

was free from robbers and thieves. Nobody suffered in any way during
his rule, and the aged had not to perform funerar rites for the young.

At

that time, everybody was happy and virtuous. Nobody attempted to
do
violence to anybody out of their respect and love for Rama."37

RliMLiLi:

Tnr Locer, Sracn

Across north India, there are dramatic performances of the Rama
saga
called rAmltlas. This performance genre re-creates on a local scale
this
landscape from Ayodhy[ to Rameshvara. Throngs of local
spectator

wait for hours to glimpse the human icons of Rama, srta, and
Lakshmana enact the highlights of the Rtirnayanadrama. The maharaja
of Kashi sponsors one of the most elaborate and famous rdmlilas every
fall in Ramnagar, the town across the River Gangn from Baniras, where
the local maharajas have had their palace since the mid-eighteenth
century. The performance lasts for a month, each day attracting as
many
as twenty thousand spectators. It culminates, at the time
of the festival
of Dasehra, with Rama's victory over Revana and his glorious return to
devotees

Ayodhya.

In Ramnagar, the symbolic landscape of India is created in the town
center, in various neighborhoods, and in the outskirts of town. This
local stage covers an area.of nearly two square miles. Ayodhya is
in the
town square. Platforms and pavilions are erected to be chitrakut and
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Panchavati. Local temples and temple tanks, ponds, and pools are incorporated into the landscape of Rama's journey. Lanka is at the soutF
ern edge of town. For an entire month, the small town of Ramnagar is

transformed into an epic landscape familiar to Hindus from every comcr
of India.

During the rAmlild, ordinary talented citizens are consecrated to \c
main roles of the epic, young boys taking the key roles of Rama, Site, ,nd
Lakshmana. As in the Krishna lilas ofBruj,these young actors are called
svarupas, "divine embodiments," for the duration of the drama. Devotees
carry them from place to place during the hlas, so that their feet do na
touch the ground. In addition, actors oflocal legend take on such roles as
Hanuman and Revana, over the years becoming quite famous for their
roles. Just as townspeople become the actors, so, too, town space becomes
epic space. And when the svarupas appeal, it truly becomes sacred space

Each of the hlas concludes with worship and an dratl to the soarupas.
Anuradha Kapur, who has studied the R[mnagar nimhld, dayby dry,

writes of the ways in which the spectators or the audience are not just
onlookers, but participants in the play. They are also pilgrims, following
the action from place to place, each place re-creating one of the great
sites of the epic. When there is a downpour and roads are muddy, ther
slog through the mud to reach the venue of the next episode. Kapur
writes, "The very act of following the gods from location to location as
they enact their history on a sacred map gives the spectators a role. Here
Rama rested, here he crossed the Gangd, here he battled with RavaoaIn visiting places sanctified by divinity, the spectator does what countless pilgrims do, for her/his worship, like theirs, consists in visiting hoty
places. And her/his journey becomes at once physical, metaphorical, and
spiritual."38

While people arc elger for

a glimpse

of the consecrated actors wb

play the roles of the heroes and heroines, most see the great scenes onl;r
from a distance.3e In truth, it matters little if the audience can hear thc
actors or see their faces, although today amplification, electriciry and
flare torches enhance the performance. For the crowd, these lllds serye

zrs

living tableaux of a story they all know by heart. The familiarity of the
story, the iconic representation of the actors, the power of the imaginr
tion, and the landscape oftheir own neighborhoods-alljoin to re-create
the drama of the Rarnayana anew.
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seems incomprehensible that a divisive contemporary.political
discourse
is so accessible to, or may be shaped by, what is commonly

viewed as a
narrative of the divine presence and care for the world."a1
He traces the
long history of "the relationship berween RArnAyanaand
politicar sym-

bology,"o,lookingcarefullythroughliteraryandinscriptionalevidence
at the ways in which the moder of Rama as divine kirg
i, increasingry j
utilized in the political sphere. This was especially salieirt beginning"in j
the twelfth century when the RAmayana'i i-aginary worlipohri"zed
I
by threatening rdkshasas could also be called into play a,
Hind,, cul- I
tures encountered, for the first time, the powerful forces
of the central 1
Asian and rurkic 'other."43 only a few steps farther on the
historical I
timeline do we encounter one of the great moder n rdmlilAsof
the politi- |
cal sphere-the october L990 journey of BhdratryaJan*d,partv
chid I
L' K' Advani as Rama, crossing India by Toyota-truck chariot, lo* io
I
hand, stopping in one village after anothe r ashisytctrdmade
its way from

I

somnith."::::yA
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There is no place in India where

it is more important to remember
a tirtlta is not a temple than in the little town of Ayodhyn,
said to
the birthplace and ancient capital of Lord Rama. H"r" *hrt
has corrrc
to be called the temple-mosque controversy has been fanned
to fames

that I
bc I
I
t
by Hindu communal groups, as bricks and mortar became
the suts t
ject and symbol of intense and highly politicized
Hindu nationalism- I
The building, for more than four hundied ye'* amosque,
*r. .ilJ I
the Babri Masjid by Muslims, a sixteenth-century *o.i r.
named fr
t
the Mughal Emperor Babur, who came to India inrs26.The
inscriotion I
ftom 1528 notes that the mosque was built by Mir Baqi at
th" .o*
I
mand of King Babur to be "a descending prace of the
angers,, with thc I
Prayer that "it will remain an everlasting bounty.,,aa Hindus called it thc I
Ramjanmasthan, "Rama's Birthplacer" claiming that on
that site stood a I
temple dedicated to Lord Rama on the very site of his
birth, the columm I
the temple having been put to reuse in the building of the
;;
1f
I
Today there is neither mosque nor temple, but a wasteland.
on D"."I I
ber 6,7992, Hindu nationalist proponents of Ramat
Birthplace tore \e
I

I
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45O-year-old mosque down. on that day, wefl-organized activists
and
supporters of the BJ.P.-the vishva Hindu parishad, the R.S.s., and
the Bajrang Dal-broke through flimsy securitylines, scaled the walls of
the old mosque, and began breaking the surface of the dome with staves
and pikes. By the end of the day, the mosque was rubble, and weeks
of
communal violence erupted in India and pakistan.

In 1981, when I first visited Ayodhya, it was a sleepy pilgrimage
town where pilgrims bathed in the morning by the banks of the sarayu
River, a tributary of the Gangfl, said to have its source at Lake Manasa,
a Himalayan lake produced from the mind (manas) of Lord Brahmii.
Pilgrims on the riverbank were making the offering of a cow, holding
a cowt tail and offering marigolds and vessels of milk into the river,
all
with the proper ministrarions of the priests. The pilgrims would then
set offto visit the sacred sites of the town, including the ancient
temple
of Shiva nearby, said to be the chief protector of Ayodhy6, and a multitude of sites of little architectural distinction associated with Rama. I
have already noted that they would find the liveliest temple by far to
be
the Hanumen Garhi, Hanumiin's Fort, built on high grorrrrdup a long
flight of steps crowded with alms-seekers. The most bea-utiful would perhaps be the Kanaka Bhavan, the Golden palace, a temple-palace with
a
large congregational hall and an altar bearing white marble i-rg., of
the
royal couple with Lakshmana and Hanumdn. It is this place that comes
to vibrant action at the time of Ramnavamr, the observance of Rama,s
birth, when thousands of pilgrims are said to gather to watch the priest
place a coconut in the cradle of Rama.
Among the sleepiest sites in Ayodhya then was the place called
Ramjanmabhnmi, "Ramat Birthplace." Because ofdisputed clai-s in the
mid-nineteenth century the British had effectivelyfenced the site off. At
the time oflndia's independenceinlg4Z,a status-quo protection of holy
places as of that year was put in place. In 1949,however, on the night
of
December 22, Hindu advocates insisted that Ramat image ,'appeared,, in
the mosque, drawing on language we have seen commorrly,r."d to speak
of the spontaneous manifestation of God's presence. According to police
records, at least by some accounts, the images had been placed there
that night by a group of Hindus who broke the lock on the gate and put
Ramat image in the mosque. However, in the many decades since that
December night in 7949, no reversal of the placement of these images
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had been ordered. The gate of the fenced-in area was locked, and the site
made largely oFlimits to both Muslims and Hindus.

When I visited, the worship of small white marble images of Rami
and his entourage, along with that of Ramat mother Kaushalya, stili
took place in the hall of the mosque called the Babri Masjid, although
it was open only for restricted hours. A sign posted outside in Engl-ish
noted the following: "Sri Ram Birth Place. The offering to Lord Rarc
in the temple encircled with the iron bar is under the management or
receiver appointed by the court. You are requested to donate on the donation box 6xed by the receivgr on the closed iron gate." Outside the corn-

pound gate, fenced and locked most of the time, two old men sat under
a canopy shielding them from the sun, chanting "Slta Ram, Stm Ran^
JayaJaya Sit,, Ram." The signage propped up next to them indicated thar
theywere participating in a day-and-night perpetual chanting campaig.r-

for the liberation of Rama's Birthplace. In an adjacent structure, a doorway led down a staircase to the basement shrine called Sita's Kitchen, a
long, rectangular room attended by a brahmin priest who knew the stonwell. "Here Sita had her kitchen," he said, pointing to the small hearth
enclosed with an altar rail. 'And when Sita and Ram were marriedMother Annapurnr came from Kashi to cook for them." Annapurniof course, is the Goddess of Plenteous Food, the consort of Shiva in
varanasr.

More than twenty years later, I visited Ayodhya once again. It n'a.
winter in 2004, and the town was still quiet, but much changed. Police
blockades and cordons were everywhere. There were very few pilgrims.
since even today the great pilgrimage season is at the annual Ramnavam-:

April-May when pilgrims circumambulate the entire sacred
zone of Ayodhye in the panchakrosltl y,itrd, demonstrating with their feer
that the tirtha of Ayodhy[ comprises much more than any single temple.
festival in

The riverbank was still an active bathing place, even in the cold ofJanu-

ary. Hanuman Garhi was still vibrant with visitors and alms-seekers.
But the contested mosque was missing, and the designated site of Ramas

birth was essentially
ered

with

blue plastic tent, part of an entire site that was cor-a vast series of blue plastic tarps. One could approach this site
a

only by passing through a metal detector, into a long, serpentine fenced
path, leading back and forth toward the large tented area spread with
tarps. Once there, one could view the trenches, said to be archaeological

Iuore
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trenches revearing the 6undations
ofthe old tempre. Finally, there was
a
place where one courd stop for
the darshanof the Baby Rama,
Ram Lala
as they called him, a small
image of Rama as a chd, an
image of recent
origin placed in his speciar part of
the tent. It was, to be sure, a dismal
scene' My guide, who was proud
to have participated in the events
of
December 6' 1992,
surveyed with some satisfaction
the ground
-visua'y
where the mosque had
stood. rt. aia nor
Sita's Kitchen.

know what had happened to

In the market, however, were not only
the old penny-maltatmyas tering the tale of Ayodhya,s greatness,
but new pamphlets, like the one
simply

called Ayodttyd Karseusa, 6 December,
1992. Karserra means the
"service of action," but here-the
meaning of seoa/seusais an extraordinary
distortion: The term is used to refer,olh.
service
prr,icipants in
destroying the structure of the
mosque. This smafl "r,n"
bookrei of coror photos depicts a crowd surging through
narrow

ranes toward the mosque,
young men with orange headbands
breaking through th. f"r,." ,rrd
clambering to the top of the three
domes of the mosque, waving victoriously' of course, in the confrontation
with police that foflowed, some of
those involved in this action were
kiled. The photo. ,rro a"fi., the dead,
garlanded and surrounded by a
circle of mer. The dead are expricitly
called shahids, martyrs, adopting
the urdu and Arabic term for Muslim
martyrs' Indeed, the narrow street
reading to the
-orqrr.-t"-pre site was
called Shahid Galli, the Lane ofMartyrs.
In profusion in the bazaars*.r.
,lro the polychrome pictures of the
new Rama Temple designed and
planned for the site, with a muscurar
Lord Rama astride the fine t
-p1", bo* drawn. Video CDs were on sale,
too, with festive pilgrims walking
along in slow motion, ,rrgr"g the
lilt_
ing melodies',We ar,11minS to
Ayodf,ya, coming to Ayodhya to
build
Ramat remple'" A vcD intend"d
,, u ,rk"-ho-" , ideo'mabatnya eurogized the events of December 6,
r992,including g*plrr. c";
of the
destruction of the mosque and of
the sbahids,whose bloodstained
bodies
were meant to be evidence of their
sacrifice for the cause.
of
.books'
To"r1"ds pages of testimony, dozens of scholarly articles and
and hundreds of newspup.,
and editorials have been writ"rri.l".
ten on this dispute ,:i
the mayhem of Decembe , O, tgii,
and its
": nationalists
aftermath. The new Hindu
of the vishva Hindu parishad
and its political partft the BJ.P.,
have contended that on this very
site
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Mir Baqi razed aHindu tempre in the
sixteenth century

and constructed
using some of the columns of the
temple itseif fhi, wo.rrd .rot
have been entirely unusuar at
the time, but did ii t upp.n t
a.ra *r,
this temple dedicated to Rama's
"r.l
birth? The archaeolrgt.,, *i.r"
trenches
are there under the brue tarps
attested there *u, , ti.r,pr.
a mosque,

,h.r.. other
Indian historians and archaeorogists,
both Musli* ,rra Hindu, have
contended that the textual and
archaeorogical evidence fo. , t.*pr.
*t
that site is very slim, even nonexistent.
Ai archaeologi.t io* the un,versity of Allahabad wrote frankly
in summarizing his findings, ,.There
is not a single piece of evidence
for the existence of a tempre of bricrq

stone, or both.,,as

slimmer still is the evidence that
this or any single place in Ayodhya
was, in fact or faith, the birthplace
of Rama. Those who have studied
the lyodbyd Mabatmyas in the purinas
find no textuar evidence for any
important site rerated to Rama's
birth before the sixteenth..;;;;;:
addition, the duplication of a singre
site in multiple places iIJ*,
.,
in other tlrthas, a common pattern.
As professor Ram Shrr* il,]
put it in 1989, "I have been there.
There are at least lS_L6 *;;;;;:';;
piljaris ofwhich claim that their tempre
is the rear birthprace ;;;"a::

r

i

I

I

I
I

*g*l#m*ff*ffi#,'iflt',iHifrI I
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By 7991, a political-religious campaign was weil
under way to consecrate bricks in towns and villages across
India and bring them to
Ayodhya for the building of a new temple for Rama.
Bringirg bricks
to Ayodhya became its own kind of pilgrimage,
and the terit yahdwas
commonly used for these journeys. The bricks
and mortar became what
the Bh[ratfa Janatl party described as a "nationar
issue,,, arthough it is
clear that by "national" they referred to a Hindu
nation, no matter how
broadly they defined its meaning. The
Janmasthan, as the BJ.p. said in
its 1991 election manifesto, is "a symbor of the vindication
of orr,
tural heritage and our national self-respect." They concruded, ,,Hence ",rr_
the
party is committed to build sri Rama Mandir atJanmasthh
by relocat_
ing the super-imposed mosque with due respect."as
The bricks were no\M
part of the platform of a politicar party. That same
year, the historian
S. Gopal wrote, "It is a sad irony thrt thor" who
claim to be folowers
of the same religion as Gandhi, should now, forsaking
the majesty of
the faith proclaimed for all time in the Upanishads
and in the teachings
of the bbaktas, be primarily concerned with corlecting
and transporting
bricks in order to construct a temple on the site
of a *rqu" they plan to
demolish."ae rn L992, as we know, the mosque
was demorished. Far from
this creating animosity toward the BJ.p., its reader,
Atar Behari Bajpai,
was elected prime minisrer in 1996. By the r.99g
erection, the party still
maintained its platform position: "The BJp is
committed to facilitate the
construction of a magnificent sri Rama Mandir
at Ramjanmasthan in
Ayodhya where a makeshift temple arready exists.
sri Rdma fies at the
core of Indian consciousness. The BJp will explore
alr consensu ar,legar
and constitutional means to facilitate the construction
of the sri Rima
Mandir at Ayodhya."50 The pran drawn up for the temple
featured that
new, now familiar, icon of a muscular Rama,
bow drawn back, standing
astride a beautiful temple.
In its election manifestos, the BJ.p. arso described its
commirment to
"one nation, one people, one culture.,, That culture,
they said, is unified
by the principle of Hindutva, which always constitutes ,,the
identity of
our ancient nation-Bharatvarsha." "Hindutvar"
they said, ,,is a unifying

principle which alone can preserve the unity and integrity
of our nation.,,s1
The very term "Hindutva" was inseparabie from

v. D.

savarkar,s

writ-

ing bearing that name, in which he made clear
that,,a Hindu is one who
takes the land of Bharata as fatherland and
holy land.,, savarkar

was not
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particularly interested in either temples or religion and would surely harrc
found a temple-centered campaign distasteful, but his term "Hindutya,'
"Hinduness," gr"* legs and traveled widely.
A. N. Noorani, in introducing his vast compendium of sources m
the modern temple-mosque dispute over the birthplace of Rama, writeq
"The entire country is Ramjanmabhumi." What he means is that thc
birthplace of Rama, as an ideal warrior and beloved lord, is puch larger
than anydere place he may have been born in Ayodhya. R. K. Dasgupr+
a historian from Calcutta University, expressed the astonishment of manv
at the virulent turn of events that brought down the mosque. "Where
was Remachandra born?" he writes. "I confess I never asked myself \i.
question about the hero of the Rdmayana beforc the demolition of thc
Babri Masjid on 6 December 7992. .. . There is no archaeological record
showing the existence of a Rama temple on Ramjanmabhumi, which fo
evidently an invention of Sangh Parivar historiography. Researchers il
ancient Indian history in India and abroad, have established that thc
Rama legend is a part of Indian mythology the character in Valmtki's
great epic having no historical basis."s2 He would perhaps agree that tlr
competing archaeological evidence and historical research that consumcr
many years and pages of this controversy is all quite beside the point if
one grants the point that Rima and the great story of his journey are d
at all within the realm of what we ordinarily think of as "history."
To say one thinks of Rama in mythic rather than historical term
does not diminish his importance, but amplifies it. It is to speak of r
story that is profoundly important in Hindu culture, not because it 6r
tually happened in this place or that, but because it goes on taking plac
in the lives of people for whom it is meaningful an? in the tales antr
travels of Hindu pilgrims. In Hindu terms, after all, Rama is said r
have lived in the Treta Yuga, a period of time in Hindu cosmologyd
over a million years ago, quite beyond the reach of what is normally
investigated as history. He was born, as all India's great heroes were, !n
supernatural intervention. In his case, it was the sacrifice of his fath:q,
the childless king Dasharatha, that generated the gift of a supernmral puddinglike substance called ?q)asa that was then consumed by hb
mother Kaushalyl. Myths are those great and greatest of stories, stcb
we never really hear for the first time because they are part of the strr
ture of our culture and the subsoil of our consciousness. The effort r
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historicize Rama by battling over a birthplace astonished
and perplexed
many Hindus like Dasgupta. The legend of Rema, told in
valmiki,s
RAmAyana and in many region ar Ranzayanas, is far too
deepry and widely
embedded in Indian consciousness to be either affirmed
or destabilized
by a bricks-and-mortar controversy in late-twentieth-century
Ayodhya.
The issues raised here are critical and have to do with thevery
nature
of religious and historical consciousness, and the relation of
the power of
myth to the so-called facts of history. How does one search for
,,histhe

torical" figure of Rama, whose story is deeply embedded in
the Indian
imagination? This is the story of the prince who lost his kingdom
on the
eve of his coronation, who was sent into exile in the forest,
who lost his
beloved wife sita, carried off by a. raksbasa.Indeed, he
rost everything
but his fervent adherence to dharma, to righteousness. This
myth has
moved through many centuries and many communities.
It has extended
its influence throughout India and beyond India into wider
southeast
Asia. As Amartya Sen writes in introducing the Rarnayana,,,The
great
thing about this classic book is not the conformity it is allegedly
tryrng
to achieve-religious or even literary-but the creative
diversity it allows
and encourages, which has had profoundly constructive .ff".t.
across
a huge part of the world."s3 Its power has never needed
to be borstered
by the DNA of the archaeologicar or historical record. Myths
are,,reaand "true" in quite another way: Thef are true stories
by which cultures
pattern their distinctive values and by which people live
their lives. The
characters, narratives, and dilemmas of the Rantaltana
arc fartoo significant for Hindu consciousness to be reduced to narrow
claims of ihose

who chant, Hum mandir vabin bandyenge, "wewilt buird the
temple at
that very place!"
There are many controversies piled high here. fhe controversy
ov€r
Rama's birthplace became in one sense a tempre-mosque
and, as such,
a Hindu-Muslim controversy. It sparked the worst communal
violence

since the violence of

partition in l947.And, as Sheldon pollock has provocatively demonstrated, Ramat cosmic competition with
the raksbasas,
his bow ever drawn against them, has been appropriated by
those who
see that bow drawn against a thousand years
of rirrkic, central Asian,
and now Muslim raksltasas whose curture has challenged that
of Hindu
India.sa For many, however, the broader controversy is
between proponents of Hinduwa and defenders of Indiab secular traditions.
Even
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before the fateful events of December 6,7992, the historian Mushirul
Hasan had written, 'No other issue since India's independence has
generated such violent passions, led to such widespread riots, gripped
the people with panic, fear, and anger, and threatened to destroy the
democratic, secular consensus envisaged by the architects of the Indian
constitution."ss
For our part, this is also a controversy that has cast into high reliefthc
many issues with which we have grappled in this book. It is a controverw
between those who live in and through the resonant and symbolic myths

of their tradition and those who render these same great myths as literal
and pedestrian. In the ttrthas of the pilgrim's India, the power of myth
is embedded in land and landscape, to be sure. As we have seen rePearedly, pilgrims seek out countless places that are made significant by the

mythic events that "took place" there. For the pilgrim, the tirtltas erd
dhams are places that do indeed provide a special access to the divincThat is why pilgrims go on their journeys. But tlrthas and dhams are not
buildings. They are not temples. And in one after another of these placcs
we find that the place itself is circumambulated, a place comprising dozens if not hundreds of temples and shrines, gltats zndbathing pools. Such
a place is Ayodhye.

